Policy on Moderation of Assessment

In May 2013, the Senate approved, for implementation with effect from 2013/14, a Policy on the Moderation of Assessment. The aim is:

To assure the University that the standard of student learning required to achieve a specific grade, credit or award is consistent as far as possible across each discipline and is fair to all students.

Scope

The scope of the University and School policies covers:

- All qualifying assessments contributing to the degree awards associated with a programme:
  - All forms and variants of summative assessment (ie those contributing to the overall mark/grade and award of credit) across all modes and locations of delivery
  - All stages of the assessment process (from design of assessments to confirmation of results)
- Stage 3 assessments on programmes from which a large number Ordinary degrees are awarded.

Schools may opt to apply some or all of their moderation policy to assessments in non-qualifying courses.

School Moderation Policy

As template for School moderation policies is provided in outline form in the University Policy and in detail in the Guide for Schools. The suggested categories are:

1. Policy Statement
2. Scope
3. Roles and Responsibilities
4. Reporting Procedure
5. Communication of the School Policy

Schools may adapt their moderation policies to reflect the extent of potential risk to equity of treatment of students or to consistency of quality and standards.

Implementation

Each School:

- should have a moderation policy, which should meet the requirements of the University Policy.
- can use Guide for Schools on the Moderation of Assessment to produce or revise their own policies.
- should send their moderation policy to the Clerk of University Committee for Quality and Standards.

Review

- The University Policy will be reviewed every three years by the University Committee for Quality and Standards (most recently, December 2018).
- School policies will be reviewed every three years as part of the Internal Audit process.
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